This study showed that RNaseH-like domain containing proteins can form 27 subclusters and mainly 1 1 regulate nucleic acid metabolism in meristem tissue, revealing these proteins is critical in R-loop 
3 5
total of 6193 proteins were collected through this method. To elucidate the relationship among these 1 3 6
proteins, we conducted a clustering analysis which relied on the sequence similarities of proteins. First, 1 3 7
we chose the representative proteins using CD-HIT with a threshold of 50 percent and got 2066 1 3 8 representative RNHLS proteins. Then, we compared the similarity of the these RNHLS proteins with 1 3 9
total RNHLs (6193) using BLAST with an average pairwise E-value at least of 1×10 -18 . The network 1 4 0
showed that there are 27 clusters ( acid endonuclease and exonuclease (Fig. 2) . The third part is Argonaute proteins and DNA polymerases.
4 3
The separation of these clusters is constant with their biological function and confirm that our SSN proteins are diversified and most of them are transposon polyprotein ( Fig. S3 and Fig. S4 ).
4 8 4 9
To further investigate the composition of these clusters at species level, we indicated the species 1 5 0 information with different colors at the SSN map (Fig. S2) . The results showed that most of the transposon-related polyprotein clusters (Fig. S2) . Additionally, the AGO cluster are separated into two 1 5 9
sub-clusters constant with their biological function (Fig. 2) . Together, these information indicates that 1 6 0 RNHLS proteins are very diversified and the evolution of transposon within each species are exclusive.
6 1
Phylogenetic tree of the Arabidopsis RNHLS proteins 1 6 2
To better understand the RNHLS proteins in plant, we use the RNHLS proteins from Arabidopsis as 1 6 3
candidates to conducted alignment and constructed a phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3) . Constant with the 1 6 4 protein clusters, the retrotransposon reverse transcriptase is a big part of the clades (Fig. 3 ). There are 5 1 6 5
clades of Ty1/copia reverse transcriptase, which consistent with the cluster result that there are more 1 6 6 than eight sub-clusters (Fig. 3) . Meanwhile, the HAT transposon proteins are also clustered together in 1 6 7 the tree (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, the non-LTR retrotransposon reverse transcriptase comprises another 1 6 8 three clades on the tree. The CAF1 proteins are separated into two clades compare with MEN or SDN 1 6 9
proteins which shows only one clade on the tree (Fig. 3) . Additionally, the exonucleases cluster 1 7 0
together. Interestingly, we found that the AGO family proteins are separated to four clades of them with 1 7 1 AGO1/5/10, AGO2/3, AGO4/6/8/9 and AGO7 and this result is identity to previous reports (Fang and 1 7 2
Qi 2016). Various of DNA polymerases with RNHLS domain clustered into one clade (Fig. 3 ).
7 3
Moreover, we found that one type of RNHLS proteins come from Ring-type E3 ubiquitin transferases.
7 4
The PRP8 family proteins are clustered in one clade (Fig. 3 ). Together these results give us a 1 7 5
comprehensive view of RNHLS proteins and the relationship among them in Arabidopsis.
7 6
The domain construction of different types of RNHLS proteins 1 7 7
To better characterize the properties of the RNHLS proteins in plant, we choose the representative 1 7 8
Arabidopsis RNHLS proteins in each of the clades to draw a protein domain diagram to indicate their 1 7 9
domain composition (Fig. 4) proteins, we performed a multiple sequence alignment with the truncated sequences of each 1 8 6
representative Arabidopsis RNHLS proteins (Fig. 5) . The results indicate that the conserved alpha helix 1 8 7
and beta sheet domain present in these RNHLS proteins which consistent with their annotated function 1 8 8
in InterPro (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ).
8 9
RNHLS proteins are abundant in plant meristems 1 9 0
To predict the biological function of RNHLS proteins in plant, we first analysis their expression pattern 1 9 1
in Arabidopsis and rice using RNA-seq data from database ( Fig. 6 and Fig. S5 ). In in Arabidopsis and 1 9 2 rice, various RNHLS genes expressed in different tissues are grouped together. In Arabidopsis, we find 1 9 3
these genes are mainly expressed at meristem tissue, such as shoot and root meristem and inflorescence 1 9 4 (Fig. 6A) . Some of the genes are mainly expressed in anther and pistil (Fig. 6A ). In addition, in the 1 9 5
young and mature anthers different types of RNHLS genes show clearly different expression patterns 1 9 6 (Fig. 6A) . Meanwhile, the dry seeds accumulate another group expression of RNHLS genes (Fig. 6A ).
9 7
However, some genes are expressed at senescent tissue due to programmed cell death are accompanied 1 9 8
with nucleic acid degradation (Fig. 6A ). We perform a GO analyzer of the meristem expressed genes 1 9 9
and it shows that these proteins are involved in nucleic acid metabolism (Fig. 6B) . In rice, the result 2 0 0
shows that post-emergence inflorescence and pre-emergence inflorescence are grouped with totally 2 0 1 different expression of RNHLS genes constant with Arabidopsis (Fig. S5 ). In the embryo-25 dap (days 2 0 2 after plant), there are another group of RNHLS expressed (Fig. S5) . Moreover, in seedling four-leaf 2 0 3
stage, half of the investigated RNHLS expressed in this tissue (Fig. S5) Arabidopsis. In addition, RNHLS genes are actively expressed in meristems, flower tissues and other 2 1 4 metabolic tissues, and various RNHLS genes expressed in different tissues are grouped together.
1 5
The selected 13 plant species represent the evolutionarily process of plants (Fig. 1B) (Chang et al. Ty3/Gypsy reverse transcriptase family ( Fig.2 and Fig. S4 ). Some of the TE-related RNHLS proteins 2 2 6
are not present in all selected plants, such as RICESLEEPER is only present in rice (Fig. S2 ),
7
Ty1/Copia, Ty3/Gypsy and Non-LTR reverse transcriptase are mainly enriched in rice, Arabidopsis and 2 2 8 other higher plants ( Fig. 2 and Fig. S2 ). This is consistent with the size and composition of their plant 2 2 9
genome (Chang et al. 2016) . As retrotransposons are abundant in higher plants, the TE-related RNHLS 2 3 0 proteins may play a major role in driving genetic diversity and evolution of these organisms 2 3 1 (Smyshlyaev et al. 2013; Moelling et al. 2017 show that all the RNHLS proteins have RNH domains except AGOs, which use a PIWI domain instead 2 4 4 (Fig.4) . The Piwi domain have been reported adopts an RNase H-like fold and enables some, but not all, 
